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SUMMARY 
In this paper, in further confirmation of the close relation between 
potential theory and probability, generalized sweeping-out (balayage) 
will be investigated from a probabilistic point of view. The key 
concept is that of a supermartingale with values in a compact space K. 
A specified reference family S of functions from K to the reals 
determines a partial ordering of measures on K; a measure following 
a measure is a balayage of the latter. It is shown that under appropriate 
hypotheses on 5’ an ordered (totally ordered) family of measures is 
the family of marginal distributions of a supermartingale with state 
space K. If the measure family is maximal in the order, if K is 
metrizable and if the supermartingale is chosen properly, the super- 
martingale sample paths are right-continuous paths to the Choquet 
boundary of K relative to S. The functions in S are generalized 
superharmonic functions and the supermartingale paths to the 
Choquet boundary of K are analogs of Brownian paths to the Martin 
boundary of a Green space in the classical potential theoretic context. 
1. STOCHASTIC PROCESSES WITH ABSTRACT STATE SPACES 
Let K be an abstract space and let S be a subset of the set of 
bounded functions from K to the reals, topologized with the sup norm. 
The sets of the smallest u-algebra of subsets of K with respect to 
which every function in S is measurable will be called (K, S) sets. A 
finite measure of (K, S) sets will be called a (K, S) measure and 
the set of these measures will be denoted by ((K, S)). It will frequently 
be convenient to denote f,f dp by p(f). 
From now on we assume that the reference set S contains the 
positive constant functions and is a convex cone; that is, that S 
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contains all positive linear combinations of its members. Define Su 
as the class of lower envelopes of finite subsets of S. Then SU is also 
a convex cone and 5’” = 5’““. A (K, S) measure determines a linear 
functional f - p( f ) f rom the closure of the algebra generated by S, 
that is from cl(P - P), to the reals. Conversely this functional, 
and even its restriction to 9, determines the measure. Frequently, 
we shall suppose that S = 27%. 
A (K, S) random variable is defined as a function x from a totally- 
finite measure space to K such that the inverse image of every (K, S) 
set is measurable; that is, such thatf (x) is measurable for every f in S. 
It is convenient to assume that the measure spaces on which random 
variables are defined are complete. The (K, S) measure induced by x 
is called the (K, S) distribution of x. 
A family {x(t), t E I} of (K, S) random variables is called a (K, S) 
stochastic process. The distribution of the process is the measure 
on Kr provided with the a-algebra induced by the stochastic process. 
Let x’(t) be the tth coordinate function of Kz and let S be the convex 
cone of functions on Kz generated by functions of the form f [x’(t)] 
for t in I and f in S. Then the distribution of the (K, S) stochastic 
process is a (Kz, 9) measure. The (K, S) distribution of x(t) will be 
called the tth marginal distribution of the process. 
If I is a linear interval, a (K, S) stochastic process {x(t), t E I} 
will be called (K, S) separable if the process (f [x(t)], t E I} is separable 
for every f in S in the sense that there is a countable dense subset I, 
of I for which (excluding a set of sample functions of measure 0) 
the graph of every sample function of an f [x( t)] process (for everyf in S) 
is in the closure of the graph of the restriction of the sample function 
to I,, . The set I, and the exceptional null set are to be the same for a1i.f. 
If K is a topological space, the x(t) process will be called separable 
if there is a countable dense subset I, of I for which (excluding a set 
of sample functions of measure 0) the graph of every sample function 
of the process is in the closure (product topology) of the graph of the 
restriction of the sample function to I, . The process is then necessarily 
(K, S) separable. 
If {x(t), t EI} is a (K, S) process and if (x0(t), t EI} is a second 
(K, S) process on the same measure space such that for each 
t, x,(t) = x(t) 1 a most everywhere (the exceptional null set perhaps 
depending on t), the x,(t) process will be called a standard modification 
of the x(t) process. Let I be a linear interval. If S has a countable 
dense subset, an easy adaptation of the usual separability argument 
shows that there is a standard modification of the given process which 
is (K, S) separable. In particular, this conclusion is valid if K is 
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a compact metric space and if SC C(K) (the space of continuous 
functions from K to the reals with sup norm). If, furthermore, the 
closed algebra generated by S is C(K), there is even a separable 
standard modification of the given process. 
Let I be an ordered index set with order relation ‘<’ and let 
(x(t), t E I} be a (K, 5’) stochastic process defined on a measure space 
with measure P. Let SO(t) be the smallest u-algebra of subsets of the 
measure space with respect to which x(s) is measurable for every s < t. 
The stochastic process will be called a (K, S) supermartingale 
(martingale) if {f [x(t)], 9$(t), t E I} is a supermartingale (martingale) 
for every f in S. That is, it is supposed that 
U-1) 
for s < t, (1 in 3$(s), f in S, with equality in the martingale case. 
The condition (1.1) is equivalent to 
whenever t, < **a < t, < s < t for every positive function fj5 from 
Kn to the reals in the algebra generated by functions of the form 
with fj in S. In the martingale case, (1.2) is to be true with equality 
for every function in the algebra. A (K, S) process is a (K, S) super- 
martingale if and only if it is a (K, SW) supermartingale. A (K, S) . 
process is a (K, S) martingale if and only if it is a (K, S - S) 
martingale, equivalently a (K, (S - S)“) supermartingale. A (K, S) 
process is a supermartingale or martingale if and only if the coordinate 
variables on KI, with the distribution induced by the process, form 
a supermartingale or martingale relative to the space K* and the 
compositions of the functions in S with the coordinate variables. 
In the present paper the following specialization is made: K is 
a compact HausdorR space and S is a subset of C(K). A (K, S) 
measure is therefore a finite measure defined on a sub a-algebra of 
the u-algebra of Baire sets. An application of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem shows that a (K, S) measure can be extended to one defined 
on the whole a-algebra, that is to a Baire measure. We use the induced 
vague topology on ((K, S)); that is, the vague topology on the quotient 
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space of K under the relation identifying [ with 71 if g(t) = g(n) for 
every g in S; if p@ and TV are in ((K, S)), /.L., + p (for a! varying suitably) 
if and only if p%(f) ---f p( f ) for f in the algebra (equivalently in the 
closure of the algebra) generated by S. The space ((K, S)) is compact. 
If I is an arbitrary index set, KZ in the product topology is compact, 
and the space ((K’, S?) is automatically topologized by our conventions. 
If I is an ordered set, the subset of ((KZ, Sz)), making the family of 
coordinate functions of Kz a (K, S) martingale (or supermartingale), 
is a convex cone. The set of (K, S) probability measures with 
either of these properties, is a compact convex set as is the subset 
with the distribution of the tth coordinate function specified for all, 
or some, values of t. 
The most frequently used hypothesis, denoted by H, will be that 
K is metrizable, S = P, and S separates K. Under this hypothesis 
cl(S - S) = C(K) ( even without metrizability) and a (K, S) measure 
is then a measure of all Bore1 sets. 
The following easy theorem is stated for later reference: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a linear subset of C(K) containing the 
constant functions. If I is an ordered index set and if {x(t), t E I} is 
a (K, S) stochastic process the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The process is a (K, S) martingale. 
(b) The process is a (K, S) supermartingale. 
(e) The process is a (K, 59) supermartingale. 
(d) The process is a (K, S,)[(K, S,)] supermartingale for S, [S,] 
the class of bounded Baire functions which are lower envelopes of subsets 
of S [limits of generalized monotone increasing sequences of functions in S]. 
2. BALAYAGE ORDER 
The set ((K, S)) is partially ordered by setting p < Y if p( f ) 2 v( f ) 
for every f in S. If cl(S - S) is an algebra, this partial ordering is 
antisymmetric; that is, p = v whenever TV < v and v < p. In particular, 
if cl(S - S) = C(K), ~1 and v are then identical Baire measures. 
In general, if the partial ordering is antisymmetric, an application of 
Zorn’s lemma shows that there is a maximal measure in ((K, S)) as 
well as a maximal ordered subset of ((K, S)) under any one of various 
side conditions such as p( 1) < const. 
If I is an ordered set, if (x(t), t E 1> is a (K, S) supermartingale and 
if p1 is the (K, S) distribution of x(t), (1.2) with 4 = 1 shows that 
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t - pt is monotone increasing (by which we always mean wide-sense 
monotone) from I into ((K, S)). Moreover, since ~~(1) is the total 
measure of the measure space on which the random variables are 
defined, p . (1) is a constant function; that is, if S’ is the convex cone 
generated by S and the constant functions t - pt is even monotone 
increasing from 1 into ((K, S’)). Thus each (K, S) supermartingale 
determines a special kind of monotone map from an ordered set into 
each of the spaces ((K, S)), ((K, S’)). Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are 
converses to this result under additional hypotheses. 
If I is an ordered set, it will be said to be dense if there is an element 
strictly between any two distinct elements, complete if every subset 
has a supremum and infimum. If s precedes t in an ordered set I, 
let (s, t) be the set of elements strictly between them; if either paren- 
thesis is replaced by a bracket, inclusion is allowed as usual. The class 
of all sets (s, t), [a, t), (s, b], w h ere a [b] is the first [last] element of I 
if there is such an element, is the basis for a topology of I used in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let cl(S - S) be czn algebra and let t -. pL1 be 
monotone from an ordered set I onto MC ((K, S)). 
(a) The function TV . has right and left limits at all points of I. 
If I is a linear interval and if K is met&able, t.~ . has only countably 
many discontinuities. 
(b) If I is dense and complete and if lo . is continuous, TV . ( f ) 
maps I onto a compact interval (perhaps a singleton) for every f in 
cl(S - S); M is internally maximal in the sense that af a [b] is the Jirst 
[last] element of I, no measure not already in M can be adjoined to M 
between tag and pb to get a larger ordered subset of ((K, S)). 
(c) If p . is strictly monotone and if M is maximal under the side 
condition p . (1) < c for some c > 0 or the condition lo < l.~ . < v for 
some pair TV, v in ((K, S)), then I is dense and complete and TV . is 
continuous. 
(d) In (c) if K is metrizable, I can be chosen to be a compact linear 
interval in the sense that there is a bicontinuous strictly monotone map 
from I onto such an interval. 
Proof of (a). If f is in S and t -+ t, from one side the monotone 
function p . (f) has a limit. There is therefore a limit for every f in 
the algebra cl(S - S) so ~1. has a limit. (The same argument shows 
that if I,, is any subset of I, t - pr has a limit when t increases in I, . 
If p . (1) is bounded on I,, , there is also a limit when t decreases in I,, .) 
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If K is metrizable, p . can have a discontinuity at a point only if 
p . (f ) has, for some f in a countable dense subset of 5’. Hence if I 
is a linear interval, p . can have only countably many discontinuities. 
Proof of (b). It is enough to prove the first assertion for f in S, 
in which case p . (f ) is monotone decreasing. If pLb( f ) -C 01 < pCLa( f ),
let s[r] be the infimum [supremum] of the set of parameter values t 
with pI( f) < 01 [pt( f) > a]. Then (using the continuity of p .) 
k%(f) b O1 2 PLg(f ), and we wish to prove that Y = s so that cy. is in 
the range of p . (f ). If r strictly precedes s, there is a parameter value 
t strictly between them; so p,.( f ) 3 P~( f ) > ps( f ) and this inequality 
contradicts the definitions of r, s. Thus the range of p . (f) is the 
interval l&( f ), pa( f )]. If TV (not already in M) can be adjoined to M 
between pa and tag to get a larger ordered set of measures, let s [r] 
be the infimum [supremum] of the set of parameter values t with 
k < p1 bt < ~1. Then pr < p < p8 and both inequalities are strict. 
But if t lies strictly between r and s, p1 is either between pr and p 
or between p and ps and either position contradicts the definition of 
one of the pair I, s. 
Proof of (c). If tL . is strictly monotone and if r strictly precedes 
s in I, (pr + pJ/2 lies strictly between pr and ps. Hence, using the 
maximality of 1, there must be a parameter value between Y and s; 
that is I is dense. If I, is any subset of I without a maximum, pI( f ) 
must have a limit as t increases in I0 for every f in S and therefore for 
every f in cl(S - S), defining a measure CL. Evidently p must be in 
M 9 CL = I-G 9 where s is the supremum of I,, . Similarly every subset 
of 1 has an infimum, so 1 is complete. Finally, /.L . is left-continuous 
at each parameter value r because p . has a limit p < p,. at r from the 
left and since Al. must be in the maximal set M, p = pr . Similarly E.L . 
is right-continuous, so p . is continuous. 
Proof of (d). Let { fn , n > 1} be a countable dense subset of S, 
choose c, > 0 so small that c,I fn j < 2-“, and define 4 = - 21” c, f, . 
Then the map t ++ pL1(+) is continuous, monotone, and strictly 
increasing, taking I onto a compact interval as was to be proved. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF (K, S) SUPERMARTINGALES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x1, x2 ,... be a (K, S) supermartingale [martingale]. 
(i) There is a (K, S) random variable x, such that x1 , x2 ,..., x, 
is a (K, S) supermartingale [martingale] and that if f is in S 
lim,,, f (Xn) = f (xm) a.e. 
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(ii) If K is metrizable and if S separates K, limn-m x, = x, a.e. 
If U is an ultrafilter on the natural numbers converging to ‘x), 
lim, x, = x, exists everywhere on the measure space so lim, f (in) = 
f (xm) for f in C(K). On the other hand, if f is in S, (f (xn), n > l} 
is a bounded supermartingale so limn.+m f (xJ exists a.e. Where this 
limit exists it must be f (x~). Hence (using our convention that the 
measure space is complete) if f is in S, f (x~) is measurable so X, is 
a (K, S) random variable and lima+= f (xJ = f (xm) a.e. An application 
of the dominated convergence theorem shows thatf (x1), f (xJ,...,.f(x,) 
is a supermartingale, a martingale if the given process is also. Part(i) 
is now completely proved. The relation limlz+m f (x,J = f (x,,) a.e. 
is true for f in the closed algebra generated by S. In particular, if S 
separates K, this algebra is C(K). If, in addition, K is metrizable and 
if (fk , k > 1) is dense in C(K), limlz-tm fk(x,) = fk(x,) except for 
a set independent of k of measure 0. Then lim,,, f (xn) = f (x,,) for 
every f in C(K), off this exceptional set, so limn+m x, = xm off the set. 
(In the metrizable case it is easily seen that completeness of the 
measure space is unnecessary.) 
4. EXISTENCE OF (K,S) SUPERMARTINGALES 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be the convex cone generated by the functions 
1 = fo ,fi 9*-*, fk and let pl < **- < pn be in ((K, 29‘)) with pi(l) = 
. . . = pFln( 1). There is then a (K, S) super-martingale x1 ,. . ., x,, such that 
xi has the (K, S) distribution pj , j = l,..., n. 
Let T be the transformation [ - Tt = [fi(tJ),..., fk(t)] from K 
onto the compact set K’ in Euclidean k-space. Define a measure p; 
of Bore1 subsets of K’ by pCL;(A) = &T-IA). Let S’ be the convex 
cone generated by the restrictions to K’ of the k-space coordinate 
functions and the positive constant functions. If f’ is in S’” and if 
g(5) = f ‘[fi(5)Y*9 fkm 
Pxf’) = &!) 3 P*+1W = tL;+1m (4.1.1) 
Hence & < -1. < pk relative to s’“. According to a theorem of 
Meyer ([2], p. 246) th ere is therefore a function ([‘, A’) -pi(f’, A’) 
where r is in K’, A’ is a Bore1 subset of K’,p$(., A’) is Bore1 measurable 
and p,(f’, .) is a finite measure such that 
CL:+1w = lK, &(5’, 4 P;(w), (4. I .2) 
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and that iff’ is in ,!+ 
f’(P) 2 IRlf Y?7 P&f, W)* (4.1.3) 
In particular, 1 > pi(t’, K’). Moreover, &(l) = *** = p;(l) so that 
p&‘, K’) = 1, PL:: 1 a most everywhere on K’. In probability language p, 
is a substochastic transition function, even stochastic neglecting a set 
of & measure 0. Then if xy ,..., X: are the coordinate functions of K’“, 
a measure can be defined on this product space in terms of which 
x; )..., x; form a Markov process with initial distribution p; and 
transition functions p, ,..., p,-, . The (K, S) distribution of x; will 
be & for j = 2,..., n, according to (4.1.2). According to (4.1.3), if f ’ 
is in S’“, f ‘(x”),..., f ‘(x3 is a supermartingale. Now 
T : (El ,*-*, h‘n> - (Rl,-~~, z&3) 
is a continuous transformation of Km onto the compact subset K’” of 
&space. Let x2 be the jth coordinate function on K” and let 5 be 
the smallest u-algebra of subsets of Km making x1 ,..., xi measurable. 
If A is a Bore1 subset of K’n, define P(p-l/l) as the probability that 
(XT ,..., xi) is in A. A measure P is thereby defined on the smallest 
u-algebra of subsets of K” making fi(xj) measurable for i < h, j < n. 
In terms of this measure and therefore also in terms of its extension 
(also denoted by P) to a Bore1 measure on Kn, 
have the same distribution as XI ,..., xi . In particular, fi(xj),..., fk(xi) 
on Km with measure P have the same distribution as fi ,..., fk on K 
with measure p$ , and if f is in S”, f (x1),..., f (xn) is a supermartingale 
relative to 9r ,..., sn . Hence x1 ,..., x, is a (K, S) supermartingale. 
The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem associated 
at various levels of generality with the names Hardy, Littlewood, 
Polya, Sherman, Stein, Blackwell, Cattier, Strassen, Fell and Meyer. 
See, for example, Meyer [2] and the references given there. What 
distinguishes the present version from its forerunners is the fact that 
the parameter set I is an arbitrary ordered set, that the set K is not 
supposed metrizable, and that the Markov property is not involved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I be an ordered set and let t r\~ pl be monotone 
increasing from I into ((K, S)). Th ere is then a (K, S) supermartingale 
(martingale) {x(t), t E I}, such that for all t, x(t) has the (K, S) distribu- 
tion pt if and only if t - pt is also monotone increasing from I into 
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((K, S’u)) [((K, (S - Sy))], where S’ is the convex cone generated by S 
and the constant functions. 
The necessity of the stated conditions was already noted in Section 1. 
To prove sufficiency in the supermartingale case (from which suffi- 
ciency in the martingale case follows easily, using Theorem 1.1) 
suppose that S = SfU and that t - pt is monotone increasing from I 
into ((K, SIU)). Then p . (1) is a constant function. Let S,, be the 
convex cone generated by a finite subset 1 = fO ,..., fk of S. If I,, : 
(G >.“, n t ) is a finite-ordered subset of I, let I’,,(& , I,,) be the class 
of Baire measures on K” such that if y(tJ is thejth coordinate function 
on Km, y(t&..., y(t,) is a (K, So”) (equivalently (K, S,)) super- 
martingale and the (K, S,) distribution of y(ti) is pi, for j < n. The 
class r,(S,, , Is) is not empty according to Lemma 4.1 and each 
member assigns as measure to K” the constant value c of p . (1). 
Let I’(&, , I,) be the class of Baire measures on K*, assigning value c 
to KI such that if x(t) is the tth coordinate function on KI, the (K, So) 
distribution of the n-tuple x(Q,..., x(&J is the same as that of some 
n-tuple r(&.., y(L) in I’,(&, , I,). The class I’(&, , I,) is not empty 
because r,(S, , I,,) is not empty, and r(S, , I,,) is compact. Moreover, 
the r-classes have the finite intersection property as S,, , I,, vary. 
The intersection of all these classes is therefore not empty and for 
any measure in the intersection, the coordinate functions of K* 
constitute a (K, S) supermartingale with the desired properties. 
We proceed to a slight generalization of Theorem 4.2 in the 
supermartingale case. Consider any pair K, S and adjoin a point p 
to K to get a new compact space I? in which p is an isolated point. 
Define S as the convex cone generated by the constant functions on 
R and the functions on Z? whose restrictions to K lie in S and which 
vanish at p. Suppose that (g(t), t E I> is a (R, S) supermartingale with 
the property that almost every path which meets p stays there. 
Define x(t) as i(t) if S(t) h as its value in K and leave x(t) undefined 
otherwise. The function x(t) is thereby defined on a set whose 
measure decreases as t increases and the function is (K, S)-measurable 
on this set. Let pt be the (K, S) distribution of x(t) and let p, be the 
(R, S) distribution of 2(t). The fact that t - & is monotone from I 
into ((I?, Su)) implies that t - pLr is monotone from I into ((K, SW)). 
An x(t) process obtained in this way will be called a (K, S) super- 
martingale with a sink. For such a process, if f is a positive function 
in S and iff [x(t)] . d fi IS e ne as 0 when x(t) is not defined, the process d 
(f [x(t)], t E I} is a supermartingale. Note that if I is a linear interval 
and if the i(t) process paths are right-continuous with left limits, as 
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we can frequently suppose (see Theorem 5.2), almost every path of 
a supermartingale which dies does so at a definite point of K. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I be an ordered set and let t - pr be monotone 
increasing from I into ((K, S)), with supt pf( 1) < co. There is then 
a (K, S) supermartingale {x(t), t E I} with a sink, such that for all t x(t) 
has the (K, S) distribution pI , if and only if t - pt is also monotone 
increasing from I into ((K, P)). 
We have already seen that the stated condition is necessary. 
To prove sufficiency suppose that S = SU and define R and S as 
described above. Let c be the supremum of the decreasing function 
p . (1) and define pl on R to be the same as p1 on subsets of K, with 
j&(p) = c - ~~(1). Then t - p1 is monotone increasing from I into 
((R, @)) because t - pFL1 is monotone increasing from I into ((K, P)). 
Hence, according to Theorem 4.2 there is a (R, S) supermartingale 
(g(t), t ~1) for which a(t) has (Z?, S) distribution pt . If f is the 
function in S which is 0 at p and 1 on K, the fact that the f [3;‘(t)] 
process is a supermartingale implies that when s < t, S(t) = p 
almost everywhere where a(s) = p. We can suppose that a(t) is the 
tih coordinate function of R* and that the measure on I?* is a regular 
Bore1 measure (an extension of the measure derived in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2). To finish the proof of Theorem 4.3 we prove that 
almost every element of R* has value p for t greater than any parameter 
value at which the sample function has value p. It must be proved that 
if R,, is the subset of Kdetermined by the condition [a(s) = p, i(t) # p], 
then the union of the sets Z?,, for all pairs s, t with s < t has Bore1 
measure 0. Each set in the union is an open set of measure 0. Since 
the measure is regular, the measure of the union is the same as that 
of some countable subunion, which is 0, as was to be proved. 
EXAMPLE. Let K be a closed n-dimensional ball of unit radius, 
center 7, relative boundary aK, and let S be the set of continuous 
functions on K whose restrictions to the interior of K are super- 
harmonic. Then S separates K, S = Su, cl(S - S) = C(K). If f is 
inS,thenf=f’+f ” where the summands are in S, the restriction 
off ’ to the interior of K is harmonic, f ” > 0, and f ” = 0 on aK. 
If h E S n (-S), that is if h = h’, h is determined by its restriction 
to aK. If p is in ((K, S)), that is if p is a Bore1 measure on K, h - p(h) 
is a positive linear functional on S n (-S), equivalently in C( aK), 
and determines a measure p* supported by aK. Moreover, if f is in S, 
P(f) 2 r(f’) = P*(f’) = P*(f), 
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so p < t.~* and there is equality if and only if TV is supported by aK. 
Then if p is maximal in ((K, S)), p must be supported by aK. 
Conversely, if p is supported by aK, p is maximal. In fact if p < V, 
the inequality p(f) > u( f ) for f chosen with f ’ = 0 shows that v 
is supported by aK and if f E S n (-S), the equality p( f ) = v( f ) 
shows that p = v since for such a choice off,f),ranges through C(aK). 
Let p0 = 6, and for 0 < t < 1, let pLt be the probability measure 
uniformly distributed on the sphere of center 7, radius t. It is a 
standard theorem on superharmonic functions that p . (f) is a 
decreasing function for f in S; that is, t -+ p1 is increasing from 
[0, I] into ((K, S)). We have just shown that pi is maximal. We now 
show that EL,, is minimal by showing that if p( f ) 3 f (7) for every f 
in S, then p = 6,. To see this let f, be 1 in the closed ball K, with 
center ye, radius l/n, let f, be 0 on aK and define fn in K - K, as 
the solution of the Dirichlet problem with value 1 on the inner 
sphere, 0 on the outer sphere. Then fn is in S, so p( fJ > 1 and 
when n -+ cc we find that p assigns measure 31 to the singleton (7). 
Since ~(1) > 1 and -p(l) = p(- 1) 3 - 1, p is a probability 
measure. Hence ,u = 6, as was to be proved. Applying Theorem 2.1, 
we find that the set {pl, 0 < t < l> is maximal in ((K, S)). If {z(t), 
0 < t < cc> is separable Brownian motion with initial point 17 and 
if 7t is the first time a path is at distance t from 7, then x(t) = .s(7J 
is a (K, S) random variable with distribution pI . If f is in S, it is 
well known that the stochastic process {f [z(t A TV)], 0 < t < CXI} is 
a supermartingale and that therefore the process { f[x(t)], 0 < t < l> 
is also, and the x(t) process is a (K, S) supermartingale, as prescribed 
by Theorem 4.2. If S, = S A (-S), the x(t) process is a (K, So) 
martingale. The (K, S) supermartingale we have obtained has the 
property that almost all its sample functions are right-continuous 
and have left limits. It is trivial for n = 1 and easy for n > 1 to 
prove that there is no (K, S) supermartingale with the assigned 
marginal distributions whose sample functions are almost all 
continuous. 
5. SAMPLE FUNCTIONS OF (K,S) SUPERMARTINGALES 
A stochastic process with a linear parameter set is called (right) 
continuous if almost all its sample functions are (right) continuous. 
If almost every sample function has a limit from the left at every 
point, the process is said to have left limits. If for each parameter 
value t, almost every sample function is continuous at to , the set of 
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exceptional sample functions perhaps depending on t, , the process 
is said to have no fixed discontinuities. 
LEMMA 5.1. If (x, y) is a (numerical) supermartingale in which x 
and y have the same distribution, x = y almost everywhere. 
Under the hypotheses, x and y have the same expectation so the 
pair must be a martingale. For every constant c the pair x v c, y v c 
is a submartingale whose random variables have the same expectation, 
so the pair is a martingale. Then 
s yvcdP=l xvcdP= s xdP= - b-cl w-c) w-ct J y dP. WC) 
Hence y > c almost everywhere where x > c and we conchrde that 
y 3 x almost everywhere. Since these two random variables have 
the same expectation they are equal almost everywhere. 
COROLLARY. If K is met&able, zf S separates K, and if (x, y) is 
a (K, S) supermartingale in which x and y have the same (K, 5’) 
distribution, then x = y almost everywhere. 
The set of functions in C(K) for which f (x) = f(y) almost every- 
where is a closed algebra containing the constant functions. According 
to the lemma, this algebra includes S, which separates K. The algebra 
must therefore be C(K) itself. Applying this fact to a sequence dense 
in C(K), we find that x = y almost everywhere. 
THEOREM 5.2. Under hypothesis H and assuming that S contains 
all the constant functions, let t - ut be monotone-increasing from a 
linear interval I into ((K, S)). Then there is a (K, S) supermartingale 
(x(t), t E I] for which 
(a) x(t) has the (K, S) distribution p, ; 
(b) almost every sample function has right and left limits at every 
point of the closure of I, and if t, E I almost every sample function is 
right (left) continuous at t, if and only if p . is right (left) continuous at to ; 
(c) almost every sample function is right-continuous except possibly 
at the right discontinuities of 1-1. . 
A separable (K, S) supermartingale satisfying (a) necessarily also 
satisfies (b). 
The hypothesis that S contains all the constant functions, instead 
of merely the positive ones, is harmless in the following sense: 
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Without this hypothesis if p . (1) is a constant function, as must be 
the case when the family of measures is the family of marginal 
distributions of a (K, S) process, the negative constant functions can 
be adjoined to S without affecting the monotone character of the 
family of measures. Thus the hypothesis that S contains all the 
constant functions is no real restriction. On the other hand, if p . (1) 
is not a constant function but at least is a bounded function, the 
family of measures is the family of marginal distributions of a (K, S) 
supermartingale with a sink, according to Theorem 4.3. That is, if 
a point is adjoined to K and S and the measures appropriately 
extended, as described in Section 4, we obtain a context in which 
p . (1) (extended measure) is a constant function. Thus the theorem, 
in a very slightly modified form, remains true even in terms of the 
original measures: There is a measure space, x(t) is defined on a 
subset of measure pl( l), and the sample functions of the process have 
properties as described in (b) and (c) as long as they survive. If a sink 
is introduced explicitly, the sample function does not die; the path 
jumps to the sink. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let {x(t), t ~1) be a separable (K, S) 
supermartingale satisfying (a). Then if f is in S, the f [x(t)] process 
is a separable bounded supermartingale. Hence almost every sample 
function of the latter process has right and left-hand limits at every 
point of the closure of 1, and the same assertion must be true for 
every f in cl(S - S) = C(K). S ince C(K) contains a countable dense 
subset, the exceptional null set in the above assertion can be chosen 
to be the same for all f so that almost every sample function of the x(t) 
process must have right and left limits at every point of the closure of I. 
The function p . has, at most, countably many discontinuities accord- 
ing to Theorem 2.1. If p . is right-continuous at t,, , x(&J and x(t,+) 
have the common distribution pi,. These two random variables 
form a (K, S) su p ermartingale so they are equal almost everywhere 
according to the above corollary; that is, almost every sample function 
is continuous at to. Conversely, if almost every sample function is 
contmuous at t,, p. is obviously right-continuous in t, . Hence 
almost every sample function is right-continuous at t, if and only if p . 
is right-continuous there. The corresponding argument is applicable 
to left discontinuities and we have now proved the last assertion of 
the theorem. To prove the first assertion, note that according to 
Theorem 4.2 there is a (K, S) supermartingale {xl(t), t E I} 
satisfying (a). Let {q,(t), t E t} be a separable standard modification 
of this process. The desired (K, S) supermartingale is then obtained 
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by setting x(t) = x$(t) if t is a right discontinuity of p . and 
x(t) = xp(t+) otherwise. 
6. THE CHOQUET BOUNDARY 
For specified S the Choquet boundary of K is defined (see [I], [2]) 
as the set of points 5 for which 6, is maximal in ((K, S)). Under 
hypothesis H the Choquet boundary is a G8 set and a measure is 
maximal in ((K, S)) if and only if it is supported by the Choquet 
boundary. 
A subset A of K is called a face if it is a nonempty Baire set and if, 
whenever 5 is in A and v is a (K, S) measure with S* < v in ((K, S)), 
v is supported by A. If f is a function on K, which is the lower 
envelop of a family of functions in S, and if f has infimum m < 0, 
then the set where f attains the value m, if not empty, is a face. 
To see this, note that since S = S”, f is the limit of a decreasing 
generalized sequence of functions in S : fW -1 f. Moreover, if f ([) = m 
and if 6, < v, then f=(c) > v( fJ so m = f  (.$) > v( f  ). Now 1 E S, 
so v(1) < 1 and v(f - m) < 0 which implies that f  = m almost 
everywhere (v); that is, the set where f  = m is a face. Such a face 
will be called a special face. Since the positive constant functions are 
in S, we can always take m = 0, replacing f  by f  + m above. In par- 
ticular, if K is metrizable, C(K) is separable, so a set A is a special 
face if and only if A is the set of zeroes of a function which is the 
limit of a decreasing sequence of positive functions in S. Hence 
a special face is a Gs set in the metrizable case. 
LEMMA 6.1. Under hypothesis H if p < v in ((K, S)) and p is 
supported by a face, then v is also supported by the face. 
Under H it is known ([2], p. 246) that if TV < v, there is a function 
(6, B) ++ ~(6, B) where [ E K and B is a Bore1 subset of K such that 
6, < p(f, .) for all 6 and 
If .$ is in the face A, ~(5, K - A) = 0 and since TV is supported by A, 
(6.1) yields v(K - A) = 0 so v is also supported by A. 
LEMMA 6.2. For n 3 1 Zet (am, F(t), t > 0} be a right-continuous 
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supmmartingab relative to the indicated family of u-algebras and suppose 
that x(t) = inf, zn(t) > 0. Let r = infit : z(t) = O}. Then 
P{mf: Z(T + t) = O} = 1. 
The z(t) process is a supermartingale which may not be separable. 
In fact, if the process is separable, the existence of the majorizing 
sequence is irrelevant and the result is well known. Let rnr = 
inf(t : xn(t) < E}. Then 711c decreases with increasing n and 
lim 7,, 
n+m 
= 7, = inf{t : z(t) < 61. (6.2) 
Then according to a known stopping time theorem [2], the process 
{z,(T,~ + t), t 3 0} is a supermartingale if x,( co) is defined as 0. 
If n > m, this supermartingale has value \<E, so also expectation \<E 
when t = 0. If P denotes outer probability measure, a standard 
supermartingale inequality yields 
When m increases, the set in the first term of the inequality increases 
and m + GO yields 
“{;yg +, + t) 3 c> < c/c; (6.4) 
and finally, since T > r, , 
Since E and c are arbitrary strictly-positive numbers, the lemma is true. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let I be a linear interval and let {x(t), t E I} be a 
right-continuous (K, S) supermartingale. Then under hypothesis H 
almost every sample path meeting a face remains in the face thereafter 
if the face is either compact or special. 
In proving the theorem we can assume that I has right-hand 
endpoint CO (not in 1). In fact if I does not contain its right-hand 
endpoint, I can be transformed strictly-monotonely onto such an 
interval, and if I does contain its right-hand endpoint, say b, we can 
enlarge I by defining x(t) = x(b) for t > b. We can now obviously 
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assume that I = [0, CX)). It must be proved that if A is a compact or 
special face and if rA = inf(s : x(s) E A}, then ~(7~ + t) is in A 
simultaneously for all t > 0 almost surely when 7A < co. The 
function rA is a stopping time of the process in the following sense: 
Let PO(t) be the smallest a-algebra of sets in the domain space 
(complete measure space) of the random variables making every x(s) 
with s < t measurable, and let Pi(t) = 3$(t+) = fl,,, Pa(s). 
Finally, let F(t) be the smallest a-algebra including F,(t) and the 
sets of measure 0. Then (x(t), 3(t), t >, 0} is a (K, 5’) supermartingale: 
wkw I ~W w441 almost everywhere (6.6) 
if s < t and f E 5’. This fact is trivial for %(s) instead of g(s) and 
follows as stated from the right continuity of the process. Finally, it 
is known [2] that TV is a stopping time relative to {F(t), t E I} and 
that therefore the process (~(7~ A n + t), t > 0} is a (K, S) super- 
martingale. Equivalently, if y,(t) = ~(7~ + t) on the set where 
7A < 1z, the process (m(t), t > O> is a (K, 5’) supermartingale on 
this set. Now suppose that A is a compact face. If unf is the (K, S) 
distribution of y,(t), v,s is supported by A and vn,, < vnl in ((K, S)) 
for t > 0. Since A is a face, Lemma 6.1 implies that Y,~ must also be 
supported by A. That is, for each t > 0, X(T~ + t) is in A almost 
surely whenever TV , < n, so almost surely whenever 7A is finite. 
Hence if TV < co, x( TV + t) is almost surely in A simultaneously for 
all rational positive t and so (right continuity of the process) simul- 
taneously for all positive t, as was to be proved. 
The proof of the theorem for A, a special face, is quite different 
from the proof in the compact case. Suppose that A is a special face 
and that there is a decreasing sequence { fn , n > l> of positive 
functions in S with limit f such that A is the set of zeroes off. Then 
{fmC4t)l, --wt), t a 01 is a positive right-continuous supermartingale, 
decreasing as it increases to the supermartingale {f[x(t)], S(t), t > 0}, 
and according to Lemma 6.2 the sample functions of the f [x(t)] 
process almost surely vanish identically after any zero; that is, almost 
every path of the x(t) process remains in A after meeting this set. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let I be a linear interwal and let {x(t), t E I} be a 
r&ht-continuous (K, S) supermartingale. Then under hypothesis H 
almost every sample path which meets the Choquet boundary meets only 
one Choquet boundary point and remains at that point thereafter. 
Just as in the proof of the preceding theorem, we can assume that 
I = [0, co) and we use the a-algebra F(t) defined in that proof. 
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If f is in C(K), define f *[ f.+] as th e infimum [supremum] of functions 
gin S[---S] withg >f[g <f]. Thenf* >f>f, and!, = -(-f)*. 
Let B(JC)[B,( f )] be the set where f * = f [f * = f*]. Then B,( f ), 
the set of zeroes of a positive function which is the infimum of a family 
of functions in S, is a special face. It is known [2] that the Choquet 
boundary is the intersection n B(f) over all f in C(K) or, more 
conveniently, over a sequence { fn , n 3 l> dense in C(K). Even 
more conveniently, the boundary can be expressed in the form 
That is, the Choquet boundary is a countable intersection of special 
faces. Now the class of faces with the property described in 
Theorem 6.3 is obviously closed under countable unions and inter- 
sections. Hence the Choquet boundary also has the property described 
in the preceding theorem: If T is the infimum of times a path meets 
the Choquet boundary, x(, + t) is almost surely in the Choquet 
boundary simultaneously for all t > 0. Now let A be any closed 
subset of K. Its intersection with the Choquet boundary is a face A, . 
Define TV< as the infimum of times >r + E for which a path is in A. 
Then, almost everywhere where 7”. is finite, ~(7~~) is in A, . The 
details of the proof of Theorem 6.3 for compact faces, involving the 
stopping time TV , are applicable to 7Ar and prove that ~(7~~ + t) is 
in A simultaneously for all t > 0 almost everywhere where 7Ar is 
finite. If 6 > 0, K can be covered by finitely many closed balls of 
diameter 6. According to that just proved, if A is one of these balls, 
almost every path which is in A at time T  + E, remains in A thereafter. 
Hence the diameter of the part of a path after time T + E is < 6 for 
almost every path. Since E and 6 are arbitrary strictly-positive numbers, 
X(T + .) is almost surely a constant function on (0, co) and even on 
[0, CQ) by right continuity, as was to be proved. 
7. EXAMPLES 
EXANIPLE 1. Under hypothesis H if c > 0, any ordered subset of 
((K, 5’)) can be enlarged to be maximal under the side condition 
p( 1) < c, and according to Theorem 2.1 the measure family can then 
be parametrized in the form bl , 0 < t < l}, where ~1. is continuous 
and strictly monotone. (We assume that c is so large that the side 
condition does not exclude all the measures!) The measure pi is 
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maximal and as such it is supported by the Choquet boundary of K. 
According to Theorem 5.2, if S contains all the constant functions, 
there is a right-continuous (K, S) supermartingale (x(t), 0 < t < 1) 
with left limits and no fixed discontinuities such that x(t) has (K, S) 
distribution pt . Without the extra condition on S there may be a sink. 
According to Theorem 6.4 almost every process path which hits the 
Choquet boundary hits only one Choquet boundary point and stays 
there thereafter. Since pr is supported by the boundary(that is since x( 1) 
is almost surely on the boundary), almost every path which does not 
reach the sink will hit the boundary. The original family of measures 
thus leads to a family which generates paths to the Choquet boundary, 
at least when pr > 0 so that there is strictly-positive probability of 
avoiding the sink. (If a sink is explicitly adjoined to K the sink is a 
Choquet boundary point of the enlarged space.) 
EXAMPLE 2. In the example given in Section 4 the discussion 
shows that the relative boundary i3K is the Choquet boundary. 
A (K, S) supermartingale was defined whose sample functions are 
almost all right-continuous but not continuous, leading from the ball 
center r) to 8K. Using the notation of that example, define xl(t) = 
z[th~J for O,(t<co. Then {xx,(t), 0 < t < ok} is a (K, S) 
supermartingale. In this case almost all sample paths are continuous. 
Finally let y be a positive random variable whose distribution has 
density function .$ -+ e-6 and let yr be a random variable independent 
of 5, uniformly distributed on 3K. Define x2(t) = r) for 0 < t < y 
and x2(t) = yr for t > yr . Then {q,(t), 0 < t < co> is a (K, S) 
supermartingale with right-continuous sample functions. We now 
have three quite different right-continuous (K, S) supermartingales 
whose paths go from r) to the Choquet boundary. The x(t) process 
defined in Section 4 has nontrivial paths convergent to boundary 
points. Almost every xl(t) process path has a nontrivial subset which 
is an x(t) process path. The x2(t) process paths are trivial; each starts 
at q and jumps directly to a boundary point. The same argument that 
proved the set of marginal distributions of the x(t) process to be 
maximal, proves the maximahty of the other two sets of marginal 
distributions. Thus the sample function discontinuities of the x(t) 
process and the meagerness of the sample functions of the x2(t) 
process cannot be changed by adjoining more measures to the 
marginal families. 
EXAMPLE 3. Locally convex spaces (See [I], [2}, [3].) Let K be 
a convex compact subset of a locally convex linear topological 
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HausdorfI space. The class of continuous affine [concave] functions 
on K will be denoted by A [A]. Then A^ = & 3 A”, A separates K, 
and the sets A^ - A^, Au - Au are both dense in C(K). If p < I’ in 
((K, A^)), ~(1) = V( 1) and the measures p/p(l), V/V( 1) have the same 
barycenter. If .$ is a point of K, the measure 6, is minimal in ((K, A)); 
6, < v if and only if v is a probability measure with barycenter 5. 
The measure 6, is maximal in this order if and only if 5 is an extreme 
point of K; the Choquet boundary in this context is the set of extreme 
points. Since A is linear, Theorem 1.1 is applicable and yields the 
equivalence of the following conditions on a process. 
(a) The process is a (K, A) martingale. 
(b) The process is a (K, A) supermartingale. 
(c) The process is a (K, A) supermartingale. 
(d) The process is a (K, S,)[(K, S,)] supermartingale for S,[S,], 
the class of bounded Baire measurable lower semicontinuous [upper 
semicontinuous] concave functions. 
The following example exhibits the possibility of trivial process 
paths, jumping from a point of K directly to the Choquet boundary, 
adapted to the present context. Let K be metrizable so that hypothesis 
H is satisfied with S = A^. Let TV be a probability measure on the set 
of extreme points and let .$ be the barycenter of p. Define 
Pt = (1 - q 6, + tlL, O<t<l. (7.1) 
Then t -. pLt is monotone increasing from [0, I] into ((K, A)) and 
the family of (K, A) measures is maximal. A (K, A^) supermartingale 
{+), 0 < t < 1) f or which x(t) has the (K, A) distribution pLt can 
be obtained as follows: Let the random variable y(s} depending on 
s > 0 stay at 5 for an exponential waiting time, then jump to an 
extreme point with hitting distribution TV, 
Q(s) E A} = e+ &(A) + (1 - e-S) p(A), o,(s<al, (7.2) 
defining y( co) as the final position, and define x(t) = y[- log( 1 - t)]. 
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